
Session WC1 Checklist

TARGET CHECKLIST Version 1
Protocol or target pool: Wikimedia Judge Matching
Target Number: 1
Today June 1, 2019
Time when making checklist 3:06 PM

CHECKLIST

Main element(s) of emphasis/importance: 
STRUCTURE, its bottom forms a pit into the ground, it is not a deep pit but shallow, the pit has a 
round perimeter like a circle and forms a bowl shape into the ground. Above the pit are walls all 
around in a circle, these walls are made out of reflective glass. The top of this structure is a glass 
dome like a cup which bulges outward/upward. 

Lifeform a) human, b) animal: HUMANS
Describe: Standing inside the structure, they are constructing the roof portion of the structure with 
the gray-blue diagonal bars that are up there. 

Plantlife: NO
Larger trees or smaller plantlife: 
Describe: 

Significant water: NO WATER DETECTED
Describe: 



Sun or lamp: FIRE, also possibly a YELLOW light source element
Describe shape, size, altitude, placement, significance: Orange-red flame, is small and contained. A 
similar shaped yellow but not hot object or element is also present. 

Motion: YES
Describe: Dark tall structure standing inside the "house" is lifting up a gray-blue diagonal bar. 
Activity/Behavior: 
Describe: 

Large building or construction: YES
Describe: The house which is the main element, described above. 

Significant small items and how many: 
Describe each: 
1. Electrical wires, some have gray-blue outer casing, others have yellow outer casing, these are thin 
electrical wires. 

Vehicles (eg. boat, airplane, bicycle, train): NO
Describe: 

Describe floor/ground: One large concave bowl-shaped pit goes inward into the ground, otherwise 
the ground around it is smooth. 

Indoors or outdoors or both: Mostly indoors, mostly about the house structure. 

Main elevation(s) emphasized a) below ground, b) ground, c) above ground, d) high up in sky: 
Close to ground, on ground, as well as the pit, but we also need to see the dome roof of the house, 
so we are at many different elevations but mostly on the ground or just a bit under ground level in 
the shallow pit. 

Primarily a) nature/natural, b) manmade, c) artificial: MANMADE

Describe the overall target site area: It centers around the "house" and the many small parts that 
are inside that "house". 

Describe surroundings outside of target site: Dark, was not seen. No sky or nature was seen. 
Probable location on world map: Not probed for. 

Emotions, ambience, feeling: No emotions felt. It feels like structure, components, manmade, 
technological, construction and building activity, a monument. 

Significance and meaning of target: It is a manmade object but larger than what fits into the human 
hand. The object has a function or purpose, more so than being for just art or show. 

What I think the target is, 
1) Small electronic device, function unknown not probed for. 
2) An ornamental house with a rounded walls and glass reflective surfaces especially that glass 
dome roof. 
3) A pit in the ground and oil or natural gas pipes with a small flame there at one of these pipes. Like 



one of those big factories that extract natural gas or oil, with lots of pipes and bars and also some 
electronics, in kind of a rugged brown sandy rocky grounds environment. 

Summary or additional explanations: Make sure to find reflective or glass surfaces and materials, 
also look for the rounded dome shape which can go into ground as concave or upward from ground 
as convex, I am not sure if the humans are humans they could be just part of a machinery which lifts 
up the pipes. Look for the gray-blue mostly diagonally aligned bars or pipes or wires. An orange-red 
flame that is contained and more small than large in size. Look for a yellow element which has got 
wires on it or through it. 

3:17 PM End checklist notes. 


